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A Word From the President  

Neelam Muizzuddin - President 

Assalaamalaikum Dear Friends,

Our annual reunion on May 4, 2013 was a big success, 

alhamdulillah. Minutes are ready and posted on our website

(ww.kinnairdcollege.org). We also posted some pictures on 

our website; enjoy.  A big thanks to Mahim for opening her 

home to us and for personally cooking all the delicious food. 

Also a big thanks to the host committee for their invaluable 

support.

Soon after the reunion we got to work on our bylaws which 

needed updating. Thanks to Farida's hard work and the 

interest and invaluable feedback from the board members we are finished; we will post the 

updated version on the websitefor your review shortly, in-shaa-Allah.  Please access them and 

give us your input. If you have trouble logging in, please contact the webmaster and 

she will help you. 

While you look through the minutes and bylaws, please keep in mind that the officers and 

board members are volunteering their time and efforts to keep the organization going. No one

receives any glory or points or any other profit, so let's not be quick to criticize their imbroglios 

and decisions that you might disagree with.  

We understand that some people prefer the reunions in a hall while some people like the 

personal warmth of a home; some people like catered food while some like the variety of

home-made dishes.  Some of us like to get favors while others don't want the organization to 

spend on favors. We try to accommodate, however, there will always be something that is not 

palatable to some members.  Please keep an open mind and let us celebrate the variations in 

style and flavor that each administration brings with them and remember that their service is a 

labor of love for Kinnaird and what it stands for. 

This organization belongs to each and every one of you, so please participate and share your 

thoughts. Also, don't forget to send us your news and pictures for the newsletters. 

Best regards

Neelam Muizzuddin, PhD



Meet the Officers Elect 

The following members were elected President elect and Treasurer Elect 

for 2014. They will be part of the board this year and take over the reins 

in 2014, in-shaa-Allah. 

Eeman Siddiqi: President Elect

Assalaamalaikum Dear Friends,

My years at Kinnaird were wonderfully memorable and

introduced me to some life long friends which as we all 

know is such a blessing. I entered Kinnaird after my 

O Levels and while being in my first year, I took my

 'A' Levels exams through the London University and was 

the first girl in Kinnaird to actually get a 'double promotion' 

and was transferred to 3rd year and graduated shortly 

after.

Getting married to an awesome guy was my luck and 

happened right after my BA after which we moved to 

Karachi. I went to the Institute of Business Administration for my MBA - had a baby during my 

years there and took a year off and went back to complete my MBA in Marketing and Finance. 

We moved to NJ in 1999 and have been in NJ ever since. There are now three kids in the 

picture :); our eldest son Arhum who is now 17, Rahem is our 8 year old son and Amal is our 5

year old daughter. I have always worked in Corporate America and have been in eCommerce for 

over 12 years now. Currently I am the eBooks Product Owner at Scholastic in NY. 

Alia Shahbaz: Treasurer Elect

Alia has been an active part of KCA since its conception in 

1987. She is a mother of two daughters and a son. A 

brilliant physicist turned software engineer is currently

 engaged full time in managing a family business with her

 husband and son.  Interests include reading; self study of 

history, human rights and justice, and current affairs; 

nature walks and travel; and listening to music. 



Featured Kcite - Shahina Ghazanfar

Shahina A. Ghazanfar has a PhD from the University of 

Cambridge, UK, and an MSc from Punjab University, 

Pakistan. She has worked in the Sultanate of Oman 

(Sultan Qaboos University), West Africa (Bayero 

University, Nigeria), Fiji (University of the South Pacific) 

and Pakistan (Pakistan Agriculture Research Council) and 

has mademajor contributions to the study of the floras of 

these countries. She joined the Royal Botanic Gardens 

Kew, UK, in 2001, initially as co-editor for the Flora of 

Tropical East Africa (2001 to 2008) and then as Head of 

the Temperate Regional Team, and Editor of the Flora of 

Iraq. She has authored several books, chapters in edited 

books, and written peer reviewed papers on the Arabian 

flora and vegetation. 

Following is an outline of her very interesting project.

Plants of the Qur'an

“Plants of the Qur'an” investigates the etymology and history of the plants mentioned in the 

Qur'an. It illustrates their historical and present cultural significance, their traditional and 

present uses, and explores the context in which they are mentioned in the text of the Qur'an.

Twenty plants are mentioned in the Qur'an and some fifty four plants in the Hadith. Most of the 

plants mentioned in the Qur'an can be identified to present day plants. A few, however, are 

difficult to name with certainty, and suggestions to their identity have been put forward with 

regard to the context in which these have been mentioned.

Plants mentioned in the Qur'an are significant not only in that they are useful to everyday life, 

but because they have a historical, cultural and religious connotation. The very mention of some 

plants in the Qur'an signifies their importance and relevance as they are known either for their 

use (such as olive, grape, fig) or for reference to their character or what they might denote (such 

as tamarisk).

Through global climate change and human impact on environment, natural habitats of many 

plant communities and animals are being lost or have changed with the result that many plant 

species can no longer survive in their native areas of distribution. A loss of a species means that 

there is also a loss of history and culture that is associated with it in its native environment. It is 

true that plants can be cultivated and saved from extinction, but the cultural history which a 

plant carries with it in its native habitat cannot be carried on through cultivation.

Plants of the Qur'an advocates the conservation and sustainable use of plants and their habitats 

as much as it stresses their research and investigation. 

Funding is sought for research (mainly travel, library and literature research, and documentation 

of uses), and for illustration of plants.

Author: Shahina A Ghazanfar

Head of the Temperate Region, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, UK.

email: s.ghazanfar@kew.org

Tentative funds sought: Research and development: £ 12,000.00

Illustrations (in water colors): £ 8,000.00

 

.



Our lovely editor, Anjum Noori had a 

baby boy Aariz imdad Malik on

April 18 2013. 

Congratulations!

Mrs Phailbus's book about Kinnaird

launched on March 1, 2013.  The book is 

full of adorable and spicy anecdotes 

about Kinnaird. There are also a couple 

of pictures of us (KCA) from when she 

visited us. It is a beautiful coffee table 

book.

Contrary to some rumors it costs 

Rs 3,000 in Pakistan. Including shipping (from Pakistan) $35 is a very 

reasonable price. Please write a check written out to “Mira Phailbus”. 

If you want it mailed to you there will be an extra charge of $7:00 per book. 

Call Neelam and work out a time and place to meet/have it delivered 

    

KCA Grapevine 

Our computer genius and webmaster Aebeer had a 

baby boy Rameez Jehanzeb Munir on June 26 at 

7:30am. He weighs 7lb 10.5oz and is 21 inches tall. 

Congratulations!



We are had a fabulous trip to Niagara Falls the weekend of June 21, 2013.  

About seven KCA members went to Niagara Falls from USA and met the 

Toronto KCites. A total of 24 KCA members met and had a lovely lunch 

followed by pictures at the Niagara Falls. It was lovely to meet new people 

and make new friends.  The Toronto group is full of positive energy and 

members have promised to visit us at our reunion next year, in-shaa-Allah. 

In an effort to contemplate on strategies 

for change, an interdisciplinary and pan-

South Asian panel of Harvard students 

convened on February 20, 2013, 

moderated by Jacqueline Bhabha, 

Jeremiah Smith, Jr. Lecturer on Law at 

Harvard Law School. On this panel, 

Mariam Chughtai, a Kinnaird College 

alum currently at the Harvard 

Graduate School of Education, reflected on some recent high-profile cases of 

violence against females in Pakistan, and shared some of her observations 

and lessons learned. These included a need for awareness of how victims can 

be exploited by their own society; the need to address a culture of discomfort 

in showing sympathy for victims of violence; that ultimately change must 

occur at the local level, and that the media's fickleness necessitates 

committed perseverance by those who work for change.

Obituary

Deepest condolence to Aneela Arshad who lost her husband in May 2013. 

He was a brilliant doctor and a much loved and respected member of the 

community. He will be missed.



Neelam Muizzuddin - President 

Anjum Noori - Editor 

Aebeer Malik - Duchess of the 
webpage 

Farida Saeed - Countess of 
the mailing list 

The Dream Team

Sania Samad - Treasurer



Talat Bhatti - Canada Rep 

Sajal Javid - Long Island Rep Modiha Bhatti - New York Rep

Eeman Siddiqi - New Jersey 
Rep 

Tina Khan -Boston Rep 

Area Reps 
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